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yet I would like to have you have an understanding of what we mean by free

enterprise.

It is easy for people to get the idea that there are two systems in the

crld today. There is the communistic system, in which the communists control

±xdxx things, and there is the system of the landloBds who hold everything,

1i great capitalists who hold and direct everything. It is one authoritarian

ism against another. Well, now, I don't think that is capitalism in the true

sense of the word, but as it is used in some countries, that is exactly what

is meant by capitalism. But free enterprise is something entirely different.

Free enterprise, of which I am thinking, And actually the fact is that the

capitalistic system is pretty much as it is used in America. But the point of

free enterprise is, that the govt. does not say, we want to have B a steel busi
that

ness, let somebody build a steel factory. But/somebody gets out and tries

to build a steel business because he thinks he can make money. And somebody
else
1i tries and one succeeds and ,the other fails. And if the govt. did it, the

govt. official would decide which of the two men to put in charge of it, or

be might put a third man in charge who wasn't half as good as either one of

tzxxkwxfwx them. The free enterprise means that the man who has a paeticu

ability comes to the fore, and he proves himself by what he does, rather than

whether he is liked by an official of some other organization.

Now, of course, if you get a corporation, you get a system where the leaders

fo the corporation have to make their decisions. But you still have

free enterprise, because if the leaders make wrong decisions, their corporation
if were

Des down, and the other comes up. You take, in our country,/the automobiles/

made by the govt., the govt. would make the automobiles, we would take them

or leave them. But iitx as it is, tk general Motors makes plans to try

to get autos that will appeal to the people. And Chrysler tries to make

plans to get autos that will appeal to the people. And this year, I believe,
than

General Motors sold forty per cent more cars tkx last year,tkwi and Ford.

about forty percent more, and Chrysler about forty per cent less. And somebody
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